Comparison of JExcel Editions
FEATURES
Excel like UI with in-place editing and issue creation
You can edit all the cells (issue fields) inline.

Excel like filtering and sorting

You can filter and sort without JQL knowledge just like in MS Excel.

Copy-paste issues and values (internally and to/from MS Excel)

You can copy paste values or even whole issues internally and also to/from Excel.

Average/Count/Sum of the selected cells

You can see the Average/Count/Sum of selected cells just like in MS Excel.

Column renaming, resizing and freezing
You can rename, resize and freeze any column.

Hide/Unhide columns

It lets every user have a unique view of their workbook without affecting other users
of the given workbook.

Tab coloring

You can color the title of your workbooks.

Flag rows (like in MS Outlook)

You can flag issues with more colors like in MS Outlook.

No. of Comments and Attachments columns

You can see the number of Comments and Attachments for an issue in 2 special
JExcel columns. Double-clicking on them will automatically open the sidebar section.

Private, shared and public workbooks

Only the authorized users can open your workbooks since their visibility are inherited
from the filter of the given workbook.

Data bars

You can visualize your numeric columns with databars just like in MS Excel.

Aggregation row for columns

See the Minimum, Maximum, Average or Sum of each numeric column.

Export to MSExcel/HTML (with comments, images and attachments)
You can export issues from JExcel to MS Excel or to HTML with comments, images
and attachments.

Import issues from MS Excel

You can import issues from MS Excel into JExcel.

Calculated colums

You will be able to make simple calculations in JExcel. Just like you would do in a
spreadsheet.

Fast filter for columns

A brand new and extremely fast data filtering method. Hold „Alt” and „Left-click” in a
cell to easily filter by its data.

"Change history" of cells

You can see the change history of a particular cell.

Collaboration

PRIORITY
SUPPORT

You can invite people to work with you on workbooks and see who is working on a
workbook right now.

Priority bugfixes

Every bug reported will be fixed within 1 week.

Your features come first!
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